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Answer live questions, selecting one
from each Unit

UNIT_I

1: Write notes on a::y two of the following :

3Yzx2=7
(o,l Fractional crystallization

fb/ Assimil,ation of sedimentar5r rocks
basic magmas

significance
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2. Write a brief account on phase rule. Also give

a note on the slstem of SiOr. Z

UNIT-II
3. Write the phase relationship of any one of the

following binary and temarJ, systems : Z

(a/ Nepheline;silica system

fb,f Forsterite-silica system

/c/ Diopside-anorthite_albite system

4. Describe the petrography and petrogenesis of
ajay tuo of the following : Sy2x2=z

/a/ . Granite-rhyolite family

fbl Gabbro-basalt family

(c,l Ultrabasic rocks

UNN_III

5. Write, in detail, about dilferent processes
involved during diagenesis of clastic
sedimentaqr rocks with suitable sketches. T

6. What are heavy minerals? Write a note on the
applications of heavy minerals in determining
provenance interpretations. 2+S=7
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UNIT-ry
7. Write the petrographic details of the

following : S yz+3yz=Z

(a/ Limestone

(b/ Shale

8. Describe the tlrpes of sedimentar5r basin
associated with the three t54res of plate
boundary. 7

UNIT_V

9. Discuss the concept of triangular plotting in
metamorphic petrolory. Elaborate the AKF
diagram with suitable examples. z

1O, Write descriptive notes on any tu o of the
following : 3y2x2=Z

(a/ Mineralogical phase rule

1rb,f Metasomatism

(c/ Metamorphic differentiation
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. SECTION_A

'., ( Marks: S)

1. Choose the correct answer and put its number within
the brackets provided : 1x5=5

(a) The unmodified magmas that form through' anatexis of mantle rocks that have not been
melted or otherwise changed in compositicin since
they formed are called

(t) primary magma

(it) primitive magma

(iii) parental magma

(iu) deivative magma I 1
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The nielting point curve in a binary system is
called

(t) liquidus

(iE solidus

(iir/ eutectic

(iul peritectic t

/c/ The spatial arrangement of the particles is
referred to as

(t) form

/ii,f fabric

(iitl sorting

(iu) packirrs t I

(d) lf trre sandstone includes less than 15% matrix,
and is composed of more than 90olo quartz, then it
is called a

(L) quartz wacke

(ii) feldsPathic wacke

(iiil lithic wacke

(iu) quartzarenite t
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(e) The ratio of CaO : P2O5 for plotting in ACF
diagram is

(t) 1:1

(a) | :2
(iii) t :3.3

(iu) 3:t

V/GEoL (vii)/ 164
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SECTION-B

( Marks : 15 )

2, Answer/Write on the following in 3 or 4 sentences

each :

/a/ System

3x5=15

V/ GEOL {vii)/ 164
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. (b) Degrees of freedom

V/GEOL (vii)/ 164
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/c,/ What does the term 'sorting' refer to?

v /GEoL lviill r6a
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/d/ Define sequence boundary.

V/GEOL (vii)/ 164
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(e/ Metamorphic facies

G 15- 150 / 164 V/GEOL (vii)


